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Even though it’s one summer away, we are already planning for our next National
Metabolic
Conference in conjunction with the Organic Acidemia Association (OAA). We do not have
•Creating Awareness...16
a firm commitment from a sponsor/host yet but we are looking into sites in Atlanta, Chicago and
Denver. Once we get a host we will begin to ask all of you for suggestions on Speakers and Topics.
•Q & A...18
We try to bring in several of the local medical professionals to save costs, but we are always open
•Recipes...22
to any suggestion you might have. In the meantime, we will need to raise as many funds as
possible to help with Conference costs. It would be terrific if all of you could share our ‘Letter of
•New Babies...24
Giving’ on our homepage with all of your family and friends. I realize this is an extremely
difficult time in our economy, yet we’d like to continue to offer another terrific conference for
•KidsKorner...27
Families and Professionals. It’s a great way to learn more about FODs (and OAs), as well as meet
•Donations...28
many of our experts and other medical professionals. And it’s also fun to connect faces with
names!
Some of our Families have even had their own FOD Awareness projects as ‘fundraisers’ - every little bit helps!
Families had their own jewelry parties or book sales, just to name a few ideas. Maybe put your creative minds together and
help raise awareness of FODs, as well as funds for our Conference! Other ways of fundraising are posted on the right
sidebar of our site— they include our awareness bracelets and window ribbons, shopping online by using the iGive site (we
get a % every time you shop one of the 700+ stores that participate), using GoodSearch as a search engine, or using the
Donate button on our site, Facebook, or MySpace. If we raise enough funds we also might be able to offer ‘scholarships’ to
help defray some of the costs for Families to attend the Conference. We were able to do that with @ 7 Families in 2008. The
biggest help all of you can offer is talking with your own specialists and letting them know that we have this Family
Conference every 2 years ~ they might be able to assist us in some way, if not by hosting, possibly through a sponsorship
donation. By knowing so far in advance they may be able earmark a donation!
I will be displaying our FOD Awareness poster at the International Inborn Error of Metabolism Conference in August,
along with Kathy Stagni of the OAA. We will be sharing a booth for the San Diego conference. It’ll be wonderful to finally
meet some of the Drs that I have emailed over the years and share our brochure and support information.
Over this past year, new legislation has mandated that every state screen for at least 21 disorders. Although many
still don’t do the full panel and/or a more comprehensive panel, at least each state is mandated to do the expanded
screening! It’s been a slow process but it’s at least moving forward. It would be great if more countries would become
more proactive and get onboard with expanded screening as well. Some screen for MCAD but it’ll be awhile before all the
other disorders are added ~ so Families keep talking with your own legislators and share how NBS would save more babies’
lives!
Thank you to our Families that shared their struggles and challenges with us in this issue by way of their stories,
commentaries, and pictures. We welcome ALL of your stories and pictures and we will try to either print them in the
newsletter or place them on the Family Stories, Newborn Screening, or Love Messages page on our site. We would
especially like to encourage families dealing with some of the less common FODs (i.e. HMG, Carnitine Uptake Defect, TFP,
CPT 1&2 etc.) to share their experiences. We’re also always looking for more low fat recipes, poems, and pictures.
We also would like to hear from our Professionals ~ we always welcome new Medical, Research, Nutritional,
Counseling/Coping, etc articles. Whether you’re a Family or a Professional, we are all striving to create awareness,
education, screening and diagnosis, long-term clinical treatment, and research ~ by sharing your story or your expertise...
‘We Are All in This Together!’
Take care…

DLG
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‘No need to say goodbye ~
just see you later!’

I would like to take this opportunity to THANK Dr Charles Roe for all of his years of helping
Families navigate the world of metabolism! Our Family goes all the way back to 1986 when we first met
Dr Roe, just after Kevin (MCAD, now 23) was born and diagnosed with MCAD. Dan and I will never forget
that moment and how Dr Roe made us feel ~ despite having just gone through Kristen’s death the year
before (undiagnosed MCAD), he made us feel that YES we CAN learn about this new metabolic
disorder called MCAD and YES Kevin CAN live a full life! And he was SO RIGHT! And that is the
very HOPE that we try to convey to each and every new FOD Family in our Group!
Dr Roe, I know I speak for MANY Families around the world ~ THANK YOU for being in our lives
and for caring for our children and for all of your accomplishments within the field of metabolism.
Coming from the university world, Dan and I know that the research/clinical world can also entail many
challenges within the context of the economy, logistics, differing personalities and medical opinions etc.
Ultimately though, your overall driving force has been your passion for helping Families ~ and we THANK
YOU for that!
Below I’d like to share Dr Roe’s letter to his FOD Families that participate in his c7 oil study.
Even though Dr Roe has officially ‘retired’ from Baylor, he will never FULLY retire…there’s just too much
more work to do!!! More information as to where and how Dr Roe will continue his work will be posted
over our List/newsletter once it’s shared with us.
Deb Lee Gould, Director

♥ ♥ ♥
May 14, 2009

Dear All:
Unfortunately, as of May 7, 2009, Baylor Research Institute, at Baylor University Medical Center in Dallas, has decided not to
extend my contract and therefore my clinical investigations with all of you cannot continue at Baylor. There will not be anyone else
at the Institute of Metabolic Disease, in Dallas, with either expertise or interest in continuing these activities. I am in the
process of transferring my investigations with FDA to Dr. Jerry Vockley at Pittsburgh Children’s Hospital. Jerry is a superb
geneticist with vast experience with children and adults with metabolic diseases including some of you on triheptanoin. He will have
full access to supplies of triheptanoin and his dietician has been training with Mary Wallace so she is familiar with the diet details.
Besides Dr. Vockley, I have contacted several of my colleagues (see page 3) around the country who are willing and experienced to
provide assistance when you are traveling around the U.S. I plan to contact others in other locations that can serve your needs.
I can’t begin to tell you how much I have enjoyed working with each of you over the past 10 years. Instead of being “a patient,”
you all have been my “friends” with a problem that I believed I might help. In many cases that has been very true. With many of you
adults, Mary and I have said that each new patient was like meeting “new friends.” Despite my current age (which I will not disclose)
I still feel about age 45 and full of ideas. Dr. Vockley has agreed to continue to use my expertise for your benefit. You all have given
me real meaning to my life and I am extremely grateful.
To many of you, Mary Wallace and I have recently shipped 25 Kg kegs of triheptanoin to provide an uninterrupted supply for
anywhere from 8-12 months. SASOL, who makes the triheptanoin, has agreed to continue to supply the oil to you, at cost, (~$ 235/
25 Kg) through other physicians that I have identified.
I have always loved the motto of the FOD Support Group: “We are all in this together” because, in point of fact, we are… Feel free
to contact me, in the future. (Families already have my contact info).
Sincerely, Charles R. Roe, MD
[Updated information for Dr Roe and the c7 study etc will be posted on the FOD site/Email List when further details are received. Listing of some Drs that will assist Families in the c7 study
is on page 3. For those unfamiliar with the C7 Study you can read more on http://fodsupport.org/fod_study.htm - just be aware that it is no longer being conducted at Baylor.]
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C7 Oil: Other Physicians willing to assist you (more to come)

Dr Jerry Vockley
University of Pittsburgh School of Med
Children’s Hosp of Pittsburgh
3705 Fifth Ave
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
Contact person: Karen Lewis
karen.lewis@chp.edu
Tel: 412.692.7775
Fax: 412.692.7816
Dr Mark Korson
Division of Metabolism
Department of Pediatrics
Floating Hospital for Children
at Tufts Medical Center
800 Washington Street, Box# 434
Boston, MA 02111
Clinic Tel: 617.636.5454
Fax: 617.636.0745
Dr Kirk Aleck
Phoenix Genetics Program
Phoenix Children’s Hospital
1919 E. Thomas Rd.
Phoenix, AZ 85006
Tel: 602.406.3611
Fax: 602.239.2207
Dr Bryan Hainline
Section of Pediatric Metabolism
Riley Hospital Rm 0907
702 Barnhill Dr.
Indianapolis, IN 46202-5225
Tel: 317.274.3966
Fax: 317.274.4471

Dr Peter Karachunski
University of Minnesota Pediatric Endocrinology
Minneapolis, MN
Tel: 612.626.2499
Martin G. Bialer, MD, PhD
Section Head of Clin. Metabolism,
Division of Med. Genetics
Schneider Children's Hospital
North Shore Long Island
Jewish Health System
Tel: 516.365.3996, X2816
Fax: 516.365.4597
Alice Basinger, MD, PhD
Metabolic Genetics
Cook Children's Physician Network
1300 W. Lancaster, #204
Fort Worth, TX 76102
Tel: 682.885.2170, 800.266.5514
Fax: 817.335.8277
Dr William Craigen
Dept. Molecular and Human Genetics
1 Baylor Plaza
Room S-821
Houston, TX 77030
Tel: 713.798.8305
Dr S Lane Rutledge
The Children’s Hospital
ACC-516
1600 7th Ave. South
Birmingham, AL 35233
Tel: 205.934.3119
Fax: 205.934.1150

• • •The above information is for the Families taking the c7 Oil in Dr Roe’s research study. If other FOD Families are
interested in possibly seeing any of these Drs about treatment for themselves or their child please have your
own Physician contact them through the above Clinic numbers. • • •

FOD Family Questionnaire
If you would like to be listed on our Family List (which we hope to get online soon, password protected for Families
ONLY) for networking purposes, please go to ‘Online Forms’ on our website (www.fodsupport.org) and print out the
Questionnaire. Then SIGN it and DATE it so I have your permission to list you. Please mail it to me via the regular mail or
fax (see page 1 of this issue for address and fax #) so we can list you in the next List Update.

URGENT NEED for Medical Professionals
With more Families being identified with an inborn error of metabolism (through expanded newborn
screening), our Families will need ongoing Clinical Care from knowledgeable and caring professionals. In
addition to our Newborn Screening Advocacy, our Group is hoping to also bring awareness to medical schools and
other medical organizations and facilities the need for educating and training new Professionals (physicians,
metabolic nutritionists etc) in the field of Medical Genetics and Metabolism to treat our children, as well
as our FOD adults. Now that we are a 501c3 Nonprofit we are also raising funds for Clinical Training
(see our website for the donation box).
Once we raise enough Funds we will be able to offer grants to Clinical Training institutions.
We NEED your help NOW and in the FUTURE
so our children will thrive and grow into adulthood with the best of ongoing care!
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Abigail’s NBS Story ~ MCAD

My daughter is only 10½ weeks old so time-wise it is not very long, but emotionally it
seems like it has been quite the journey.
Abigail was born at 8:58pm on February 3rd, 2009, a day before her due date. I had
originally requested to breast feed her immediately which the nurses said would be fine if there were
no complications. Well Abby had passed meconium during delivery and was having trouble
breathing so they took her away and put her on C-pap machine which thankfully she only had to be
on for about an hour. When I was taken to my recovery room that night I told the nurse that my
daughter needed to eat and that I was worried about her. The nurse explained to me that babies are
born with a "backpack of energy storage" and they can go awhile without food and that she needed
to recover.
She was finally brought to me the next morning but we struggled with latch on. We worked on trying to feed her
all day with little success. At 3am the next morning, they took her to the nursery because she was jaundiced and her body
temperature was low. In between her billi light sessions, we would try to work on feeding some more with little luck. The
lactation consultant showed us how to feed her with a supplemental nursing system until she was feeding better. Her billi
levels dropped and we were about to be discharged.
I was still feeling uncomfortable with the feeding situation but knew it would be the most important thing to work
on at home. During discharge my husband noticed that Abby felt really cold and was really tired. He asked the nurses to
take another look at her. The nurses took Abby's temperature and blood sugar. Her temperature was low and her blood
sugar had dropped down to 24. She was then moved to the NICU where they put her on a D10 IV (thankfully) and given
feeding boluses.
That night was unbelievably long. Abby looked so unresponsive and wouldn't wake up when I tried to feed
her. Over the next few days, we worked on feeding while she regained her energy. They slowly weaned her off the IV as
her feeding got better. They ran several tests thinking she may have had an infection and that was why she got so sick but
everything came back negative. We were able to take her home 3 days later and by then, she was alert and eating like a
champ. The on-call pediatrician thought that this must have happened because she was a small baby (6 pounds) and didn't
start eating right away. We thought we were in the clear and everything would be "normal" from there on out.
Two days later we went for the follow up visit with the pediatrician. Everything happened like it was in a
movie. Just as the doctor was finishing examining her and stating that she looked great, a nurse came in and said there was
someone from the state
newborn screening on the phone about this baby. The doctor left and came back a little while
later. He explained to us that her test came back positive for MCAD. He told us he didn't really know much about it but
that we needed to make sure she didn't go longer than 3 hours without eating. He gave us some paperwork that the NBS
sent over. He told us the NBS had set up an appointment with a specialist in Salt Lake for 2 days later and that we needed
to go to the hospital to have the test redone.
Now I do have to say I am very thankful that the State of Utah tests for MCAD but the paperwork they gave us to
explain it was awful. As we were driving to the hospital, I read over the information they gave us. All it had was the
technical definition and then a sentence with the symptoms, one of which was sudden death. Nothing explaining that it can
be treated or anything!! Luckily, we have some great relatives who found the FOD Support website that same day for us so
we wouldn't be in complete despair while waiting to meet with the doctor. At the appointment we learned more about this
disorder. Blood was taken and MCAD was definitively diagnosed.
It took us several weeks though to really feel like there was hope. I hope no one else ever has to go through the
pain that happens when the first reading material you are given tells you your child can die without further explanation on
treatment or prognosis. I feel it definitely could have been handled better. She is only 10½ weeks old but so far she is
doing great. She eats well, smiles a lot and is growing quite well!!
Looking back now, I hate to think what could have happened if they had discharged us as originally planned or if
they had given her a different treatment in the NICU. I know that as hard as everything was then, that it all worked out for
the best. We now know that we need to be vigilant about her eating and her health. I am so thankful for the FOD Family
Support Group. I have learned so much that I feel like I can better handle situations that may arise and the Group has also
given me hope. Thank you so much Deb and everyone else in the Group!!
Diana Joseph
caldschick@hotmail.com
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Luke’s NBS Story ~
LCHAD/TFP

Luke was born at 33 weeks via emergency C-section due to my HELLP syndrome
(caused by his LCHAD). He was diagnosed via newborn screen at 5 days old while still in the
NICU at our local hospital. On Day 6 he was ambulanced to Children's Hospital of Philadelphia, where he underwent more extensive tests to determine his LCHAD status and some baseline health information. Since then, we continue to follow up with his biochemical geneticist, a
neurologist, a cardiologist, an ophthalmologist, a surgeon (for his g-tube and port-o-cath), and a
developmental pediatrician.
He is on a special low-fat diet, determined by our metabolic team. Besides a few scary
illnesses with extremely elevated CK levels, he has continued to grow and thrive at an
astonishing rate! His milestones have all been met at age-appropriate times. He was tested to
have above average cognitive skills & vocabulary, and has never suffered any developmental
delays. He is in a "regular" day care full time and does remarkably well. He LOVES to
socialize (as he is an only child) and LOVES to learn and talk about his experiences.
We've taken him to the beach every year for vacation and he tells me every day how
much he wants to go to the beach again...TODAY! He is tall & "solid" build and has more physical energy & strength than I do
some days. He is extremely positive and resilient about doctors and hospital stays (though he doesn't like the latter at all!), and he
even acts out check-ups, blood sugar checks, IV sticks, port access, etc. with his father and me!
He has recently started to realize, however, that he is different from other kids because of his g-tube & port and told me
he didn't want the other kids at school to see his heart monitor because he wasn't a "real" kid. That broke my heart, but we talked
about it, cried and hugged together, and then moved on. I'm sure it is only the first of many realizations that he is different from
his so-called "normal" or "real" peers.
Our family & friends have been truly wonderful and supportive. Whenever there is a party, I'm always contacted ahead
of time with the question, "What can I make for Luke?" I feel truly blessed by all of the support from our friends & family and
from CHOP's attention to every aspect of Luke's health. Most importantly, I feel blessed that our son has been truly LIVING &
THRIVING, not just surviving, because of the NBS. Without that little heal stick, I shudder to think of what could have been.
Unfortunately, due to all that is required for keeping him healthy, we have decided NOT to further add to our family. We
would not want to put another child through the turmoil that Luke has had to sometimes endure, nor would we want to "short
change" a healthy child by our world revolving around Luke's care. This is just OUR personal choice that we came too, through
lots of difficulty, extensive medical advice, and prayer. Others may have a different outlook on subsequent children, and that is to
be respected and commended, not judged.
Thanks for letting me share our story!
Beth Folcher (TFP carrier)
wife to Mike (LCHAD carrier)
mom to LUKE JAMESON 3½ (LCHAD/TFP)
Pennsylvania
folcherb@eastonsd.org

Family Stories

Gabrielle’s NBS Story ~ MCAD

Our daughter, Gabrielle, is 3 years old and has MCAD. I would like to call her an
‘MCAD Success Story,’ because Expanded Newborn Screening did its job for her. Thank you to
every person who advocates for Expanded Newborn Screening. She is healthy and strong and has
had no MCAD related issues. Gabrielle was diagnosed at 8 days old. Here is her story.
We got the phone call at 4:00PM on a Friday afternoon. Gabrielle was 8 days old, and
her sister (age 3 at the time) and I were enjoying a quiet day at home. The pediatrician’s office
called, and I didn’t pick up the phone, because I thought it was just a ‘reminder call’ about
Gabrielle’s check-up on Monday morning. Then the phone rang again; I answered it but no one
was there. Then my cell phone rang. Then the phone rang again; this time I answered it on the
first ring. The pediatrician’s medical assistant was on the phone asking us to bring in Gabrielle
right away. Her exact words were, “The doctor needs you to come in to see him now. He needs to talk to you about her PKU test.”
(Cont’d on page 6)
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Gabrielle...cont’d
What? She gave nothing away about the seriousness. Despite the fact that it was 4:00PM on a Friday afternoon, for some
reason this didn’t worry me at the time. How could I know that our lives would change forever?
I drove Gabrielle to the doctor’s that afternoon not knowing what to expect. This day cements in my mind that we made the
right choice in a pediatrician; he is the kindest pediatrician on the planet. He sat us down in the exam room and told us that Gabrielle
tested positive on her newborn screening for something called MCAD. He talked with me for a very long time, and admitted he
didn’t know a lot about the ins and outs of MCAD. He explained some of the possible complications from MCAD including that it
could be fatal. However, he also was very positive, excited almost that the newborn screening had worked. He stressed at the time –
over and over again – that we needed to feed her ever 2-3 hours. This feeding schedule would keep her safe. His office had set-up an
appointment for us the following Monday at the Genetics Clinic at our local Children’s hospital. We left the doctor’s office with an
order to get blood work done that evening and a prescription for Carnitor®.
Over the weekend, my husband and I talked a lot, and of course we cried. We pulled out a simple travel alarm clock, and I
used that to remind me of Gabrielle’s feedings. I used this clock for a year, and then I threw it away. I never wanted to hear that
beeping sound again!
On Monday, we went together to the Genetics Clinic. We met with a genetic counselor, a nurse dedicated to the practice,
and two different Metabolic Geneticists. We were there for a couple of hours.
At the genetics appointment, the doctors, nurse and genetics counselor were all very kind, straight forward with information
and also ‘oddly excited’ that newborn screening had identified the MCAD. My husband and I found it very strange at the time; now
we fully understand why they were so excited. At some point, one of the doctors said something like, ‘…this is so wonderful to
know about the MCAD now. Because unfortunately in crisis the kids can present in different ways….some even “present as dead”. ’
I wish he could have said it in a different way, but he was being his scientific, clinician self. Unfortunately, he was just being honest.
Fortunately, we know about the MCAD, and we can do everything in our power to prevent/treat a crisis.
They explained to us the importance of feeding Gabrielle regularly and treating any illness aggressively. They explained
about the importance of a D10 IV during fasting and that we should bring her to the ER if she won’t eat. They explained to us the
importance of being decisive and pushy in the event we end up in the ER. We were to call them if the ER staff didn’t treat Gabrielle
immediately; no waiting allowed. It helps that these doctors work on staff at hospital where the ER is located. The doctors told us
they are on-call 24/7; never be afraid to call. They have proven this. I’ve called them at all different hours; they are on the phone in
moments and are never bothered by our calls. It is wonderful knowing that they are readily available. It is great peace of mind.
My husband and I left that appointment exhausted and overwhelmed. The joy of our newborn’s arrival was now tainted with
the news that she had a disorder that could kill her. Needless to say I cried a lot. I cried nearly every night I had to wake up to that
alarm and feed Gabrielle. I think I never overslept, because there was a lot of motivation to pop out of bed to get her fed on-time.
Gabrielle’s first year was tough only because of her feeding schedule. It was beyond exhausting; I don’t ever want to be that
tired again. I was so tired that my legs hurt all the time. I could never think straight. She didn’t get sick, she didn’t have a crisis. We
count ourselves very fortunate for that. Newborn screening worked for her and probably saved her life.
At Gabrielle’s 2 month well visit, the pediatrician paraded Gabrielle and I around the office. The pediatrician wanted every
staff member to meet her. He wanted them to know her name and to know the importance of newborn screening. He wanted them to
understand the importance of reviewing every newborn screening the day it arrived at their office. He wanted the ‘nurse triage’ staff
to understand that when I call, that it really is important and that I am not being an ‘over-reactive parent.’
During Gabrielle’s life, one thing has been particularly difficult for me. I am not one to worry. I am not concerned about
minor illnesses. I don’t run my kids to the doctor because they have the sniffles or a cough. My 6-year-old daughter, Zoe, has only
been to the doctor 4 times in her life for illness. Zoe doesn’t get sick often and I have to remind myself that for her, it’s ok to take a
wait and see approach to illnesses. My mindset for Gabrielle has to be very different. I’m always thinking, “Take me seriously.
Know that I am not over-reacting.”
We didn’t change our lives much because of Gabrielle’s MCAD. When you have a newborn and a 3 year old at home and
you’re a stay at home mom, it’s not like you’re out and about all the time. The only thing we did differently, and I would do it again
in a heartbeat, is that we didn’t send Gabrielle’s sister, Zoe, to preschool at age 3. We decided that preschool for Zoe could wait a
another year. Some people criticized and others understood. It was one of my first lessons in standing up for our family’s approach
to life. I don’t like having to remind people about Gabrielle’s MCAD to justify our actions in their minds.
Gabrielle’s life so far has been excellent. She is a real character. She is a happy, curious, mischievous little girl. She’s
reached every milestone on-time. She learned to ride her tricycle last summer. She’ll climb anything she can. She can run and jump
with the best of them. She is active and always wants to be active.
I expect challenges ahead with Gabrielle. But I’m no longer waiting for the other shoe to drop. I’m not worried about a
crisis; if it happens we’ll do what’s necessary. We are forever grateful that Expanded Newborn Screening worked in our case.
Laura and Tony
Parents to Gabrielle, 3 (MCAD) and Zoe, 6
Ohio
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In Memory: Collin’s Story ~ LCHAD

Collin Dieter was born on April 14, 2008, a Monday afternoon at 1:37 pm via emergency c-section 13 weeks early. Over
the weekend his mom had been feeling ill, swollen and tired. She assumed it was just pregnancy symptoms. That Monday morning
she went in for her monthly check-up and was promptly admitted into labor and delivery around 10:00am with signs of preeclampsia.
In addition, Collin’s mom had developed a condition called HELLP syndrome. Both Collin
and his mom were in danger and the only cure for this type of pregnancy syndrome is to deliver
the baby as soon as possible.
Collin came into the world crying… weighing in at 2lbs 2oz and 14 ½ inches long. He
was so precious and so small... the neonatal nurses in NICU said he was a “wild man” and quite
feisty! Collin was mature enough to survive, although we knew he would need a prolonged
period of intensive care.
Collin celebrated a mini milestone at 1 week. He started tube feedings through a nasal
tube. Up until then, he had been fed a blood protein mixture through an IV. His little lungs were
working hard at breathing and the doctors had hoped to remove his ventilator within another
week or so. With his body temp being really stable over the past week, his fabulous nursing staff
opened his "space cube" and his Mom was finally blessed with her first kiss! What an amazing feat for week 1.
As they say in NICU, premature births are a roller coaster of ups and downs, and lots of crazy loops! Everyday there were
tiny steps forward and sometimes big steps back... The next week seemed to be starting out with some big steps back but Collin kept
fighting his way through. On Monday, the doctors began to see a decrease of oxygen in Collin's blood gases, increased heart rate, less
independent breathing, and increased blood pressure. His blood tests showed no extremely abnormal signs of infection, but by
Tuesday things appeared to be getting worse. His color was not pink and healthy looking as it had been, but instead yellowish and
blotchy. His stomach was slightly swollen and his little tummy was not digesting the milk. X-rays showed an increase in fluid
retention in the lungs. His doctors stopped his feedings, placed him back on IV fluids as his source of caloric intake and began an
antibiotic immediately until they figured out what was going on in his little body. Early Wednesday morning, x-rays showed that his
bowels had developed a very common, but very serious preemie condition called NEC (Necrotizing Enter Colitis), a gastrointestinal
disease that involves infection and inflammation and causes the destruction of the bowel or parts of the bowel. In some cases the
bowel perforates and a surgery is done to remove or repair the tear and also remove any damaged portions of the intestine.
We were called to the hospital at 6:30 that morning to prepare for his transfer to Children's Hospital of Orange County
(CHOC) where the doctors would perform surgery to examine the bowels and see what damage had been caused. He was transported
by ambulance. Surgery on a baby of his age and size is very risky and in cases such as these, they don't know much about what they
will find until they get inside. He was transferred at 10:30 am and surgery began around 1:30pm...
Collin came through surgery very well. His doctors removed a small portion of the area that connects the small and large
intestine and were fairly confident that they got all the damaged and infected areas.
Following the surgery on Wednesday, we were unprepared for the amount of set backs that we were to face in the days
ahead. Because of the tear in his intestines, a large amount of toxins had been released into Collin’s tiny system. This started a series
of other problems and concerns. An infection of this size in a small body can upset just about everything.
There were concerns about his heart rate being too high and his blood pressure being too low, as this causes diminished
blood supply to what the body considers his "less important" organs. His kidney function was the first to go. Collin’s tiny body began
filling up with fluids and he was not producing urine at all. He had gained over a pound of excess fluid and his soft baby skin was just
stretched to the maximum (even his ears were swollen). The infection, combined with the high number of blood transfusions he had
received, lead to an increased level of potassium in his blood which gave his body a frightening purple-grey color.
His doctors ran a number of heart ultra sounds and brain scans to ensure that blood supply to those vital areas was still strong
and not causing any additional concerns. He was on a series of medications ranging from dopamine to control blood pressure, insulin
to help with the high level of potassium in his blood, glucose to monitor the sugar level, calcium to replace what was lacking, pain
medications and more blood platelets and plasma needed control the bleeding of a small hematoma on his liver (a result of an invasive
surgery on such a tiny body). His ventilator was set at maximum settings and his blood was tested every hour to monitor the amount
of oxygen and carbon dioxide saturations, which seemed to be fluctuating rapidly.
Amazingly, after a week of ups and mostly downs, we were able to say that Collin was recovering from the perforated bowel
surgery and the results of having such a large infection in his teeny-tiny system. We were not out of the woods, but we seemed to be
finally on the right path. All of his vitals were returning to normal and he began to shed some of the excess fluid he had been
retaining. His heart rate, blood pressure and temperature remained stable and he was taken off of a number of medications. His nose,
toes, and fingers started to return to a sweet baby pink color.
The following week was filled with some tiny steps forward, some large steps back, some tiny steps back and some larger
steps forward. We really did not seem to be getting anywhere very fast. Thursday afternoon, we met with a team of Collin's doctors: a
neonatalogist, a metabolic specialist, and members of his nursing staff to discuss his progress and status. His doctor explained to us
that, while the severity of Collin's situation was still very serious, he was extremely hopeful and doing everything possible to support
Collin in growing and getting stronger everyday. He was concerned that Collin was still on such high ventilator settings
(Cont’d on page 8) Page 7
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Collin...cont’d
and he decided to start a steroid treatment to strengthen his lungs and help him breathe more
successfully on his own. It had been such a long week; on this medication, off this one, on this other new one…all to try and control
his blood pressure, heart rate and fluid retention. He was still very swollen and discolored from the infections. They told us that it
could take several weeks for all of this to be resolved. The positives were that his heart was still proving to be very strong and his
neurological scans were showing healthy brain development. They also wanted to see more weight gain in the next couple weeks.
This was the point in which the metabolic specialist came in to our lives. Collin was diagnosed with a rare disorder
called LCHAD, in which his body is unable to breakdown long chain fatty acids to produce energy. What we were told, had read
about and understood at this point, was that it is managed by a life-long diet plan and dietary supplements. When diagnosed early
(at birth or very soon after), a child has an EXCELLENT prognosis and can live a long healthy normal life. It is when the deficiency goes undiagnosed that a buildup of fatty acids can cause a number of very scary problems in the brain, heart, liver, and eyes.
At this point, Collin was still being given IV fluids with caloric value and the metabolic specialist started a medium chain
fatty oil to help Collin process the fats he was being given and also to assist him in gaining some weight. The metabolic specialist
would be working very closely with Collin's doctor, a nutritionist, and us for a VERY long time. The doctors followed up with a
DNA sequencing blood test to be absolutely certain he had LCHAD.
Sadly, over the next few days Collin was not doing so well. He was still very sick from the NEC and surgery, and after his
latest metabolic screening we had learned that his LCHAD deficiency was getting significantly worse. He had so much to fight
against and was just not getting any better. He was still on maximum oxygen support. The oscillator was set so high that he
started to have cardiac spells. Chest compressions and hand held oxygen was needed to get him breathing again.
We met with his doctor and metabolic specialist again and they were concerned that he would not get better from all of
this. They were worried that even if he could recover, even if his lungs could get stronger, even if his little heart held out, that the
damage done and the severity of his LCHAD made for a very poor long term prognosis.
It was at this point in Collin’s short life and ours that we did not know what to do. We felt that there was very little hope
and that we were being selfish for putting him through all of this. But at the same time we could not give up on him. What we
needed and wanted was a miracle. We needed prayers and hope and we needed to stay strong.
On Sunday, May 18th 2008, after 5 weeks of ups and downs, highs and lows, we were able to hold our angel for the first
and last time. We cried as we said good-bye to our son, a beautiful baby we hardly got the chance to know. We kissed him and told
him how much he was and always would be loved, and how we watched as he fought everyday to stay with us. No more pain, no
more hurting, no more fighting for every breath to live. He was such a little fighter and on Sunday, May 18th, 2008, he won his
wings. On that day there was one more little angel in heaven… our angel, Collin Dieter.
Leslie and Ryan Gerstlauer

Condolences...

On July 1, 2009 at 6:30am, our beautiful daughter, Sophia, passed away
from MADD/GA2...she passed at home with us...in the early hour of this
morning...
I would like to thank the group for your support over the last few
months...Many thanks to the Doctors and Nurses at Starship Hospital for
their wonderful care and support. I have attached one of the last photo’s
we took of my beautiful princess...
Who shall be missed dearly...
~ Bobbie-Jo and Duncan White
Mum and Dad of Sophia McVey, GA2/MADD
Sisters, Tayla and Hannah
Auckland, New Zealand
~ All of our FOD children will ALWAYS be with us in our hearts! ~
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Nutrition Update

Spotlight on Dietary Fiber & FAOD
by Keiko Ueda, MPH, RD, LDN Metabolism Dietitian
Floating Hospital for Children at Tufts Medical Center, Boston, MA
Fiber is primarily from plant sources and provides plants with their shape and structure. Dietary fiber refers to a group of
complex carbohydrates that humans can not breakdown to use for calories as we lack the digestive enzymes. In the past
because of increasing public preferences for softer white breads, grains were increasingly refined to make flours, but in the
processing the flours lost fiber as well as other vitamins (iron, riboflavin, niacin and thiamin). Flours were then enriched to
replace lost nutrients e.g. fiber, as well as fortified with added nutrients e.g. folate1. The 2008 American Dietetic Association
(ADA) evidence analysis review of fiber studies2 found that there is some evidence that adequate dietary fiber intakes from
foods or supplements may provide some protection from cardiovascular disease by lowering blood pressure, improving serum
lipid levels, and reducing inflammation. But more studies are needed to clarify if fiber provides health benefits towards
promoting weight loss; lowering blood sugar levels for people living with diabetes; and if fiber is helpful in colon cancer
prevention; and prevention of gastrointestinal disorders such as chronic constipation, irritable bowel syndrome and
diverticulosis.
Most Americans obtain their dietary fiber from white flour food products and potatoes, and the usual intake of fiber in the US
is only 15 grams/day. The Food and Nutrition Board of the Institutes of Medicine recommends that an adequate fiber intake
for adult women is 25 grams per day, for adult men is 38 grams per day or to aim for 14 grams of dietary fiber for every 1,000
calories consumed. Adequate fiber intake for infants aged 0 to 12 months old, the very old, and critically ill people is not
determined3. The ADA’s 2008 nutrition recommendations now include encouraging ‘the public to consume adequate
amounts of fiber from a variety of plant foods’2 such as whole grains, legumes (beans), fruits and vegetables. So how does
this apply to people living with fatty acid oxidation disorders (FAODs)?

High Fiber-Heart healthy (lower fat) foods
People living with FAODs are closely medically monitored for their dietary fat intake and individualized recommendations
are based upon the specific fatty acid disorder (short, medium, long or very long chain fatty acid disorder) and ongoing
biochemical lab monitoring. People living with Medium chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency (MCADD) are often
counseled to follow a ‘heart healthy’ reduced fat diet as described by the American heart association (AHA) for healthy
Americans. The AHA’s diet for adults recommends a diet that limits total fat intake to 25-35% of total calories of which
saturated fat should be less than 7% of total calories and trans fats less than 1% of total calories4. While others living with
long or very long chain fatty acid disorders (LCHADD, VLCADD) may be following a very low fat diet, supplemented with
medium chain triglycerides (MCT). MCT supplementation is contraindicated for those living with MCAD. For those
following a very low fat diet, an adequate dietary intake of essential fatty acids (long chain fats) are often also closely
monitored.
Table 1(next page) lists selected foods and the fiber and fat content for a given serving size, data gathered from the USDA National
Nutrient Database5.
Most naturally lower fat foods such as fresh fruits, vegetables, grains and legumes can be a significant source of dietary fiber for
people living with FAODs.

♥ ♥ ♥

(Cont’d on page 10)
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Nutrition Update...cont’d
Table 1 Fiber and Fat in Selected Foods*

Food

Serving

Fiber
(grams)

Fat
(grams)

All-bran, bran buds cereal (Kelloggs)

1/3 cup

12.9

0.65

Whole wheat spaghetti, cooked

1 cup

6.3

0.76

Brown rice, long grain cooked

1 cup

3.5

1.75

Raisin bran cereal (Kelloggs)

½ cup

3.3

0.65

Oat bran, cooked

½ cup

2.8

0.94

Spaghetti, cooked

1 cup

2.5

1.3

Whole wheat bread

1 slice

1.9

0.94

Popcorn, air popped

1 cup

1.2

0.36

White rice, long grain regular cooked

1 cup

0.6

0.44

White bread

1 slice

0.6

0.82

Navy beans, cooked

½ cup

9.6

0.56

Lentils, cooked

½ cup

7.8

0.38

Kidney beans, cooked

½ cup

5.7

0.44

Peas, green, cooked, boiled

½ cup

4.4

0.18

Almonds, dry roasted

1 ounce

3.3

14.98

Sunflower seed kernels, dry roasted

1 ounce

2.6

14.12

Persimmons, japanese raw

1 fruit

6

0.32

Avocado, raw, cubed

½ cup

5

10.99

Raspberries, raw

½ cup

4

0.4

Figs, dried uncooked

1/4 cup

3.7

0.35

Prunes, dried uncooked, pitted

1/4 cup

3.1

0.17

Pear, raw, slices

½ cup

2.2

0.08

Orange, raw sections

½ cup

2.2

0.11

Banana, raw sliced

½ cup

1.9

0.25

Blueberries, raw

½ cup

1.8

0.24

Strawberries, raw, sliced

½ cup

1.7

0.25

Grapes, raw, red or green

1 cup

1.4

0.24

Apple, raw with skin slices

½ cup

1.3

0.09

Raisins, seedless

1 ounce

1

0.13

Apple juice, canned or bottled

1 cup

0.5

0.32

Orange juice, raw

1 cup

0.5

0.5

Grains, Legumes, Nuts & Seeds

Fruits

*Foods listed are not necessarily appropriate for your FAOD diet goals, contact your metabolism clinic dietitian or physician to inquire further
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Nutrition Update...cont’d
FOOD

Serving

Fiber
(grams)

Fat (grams)

Squash winter, all varieties baked

½ cup

2.9

0.65

Broccoli boiled, drained, chopped

½ cup

2.6

0.32

Spinach, boiled, drained

½ cup

2.2

0.23

Brussels sprouts, boiled, drained

½ cup

2

0.39

Potato, French fried, all types, frozen, oven heated

1.9

3.86

Carrots, raw, slices

10 strips
(74 grams)
½ cup

1.7

0.15

Cauliflower, boiled drained

½ cup

1.4

0.28

Squash, summer, all varieties boiled sliced

½ cup

1.3

0.28

Potato, baked with skin

½ cup

1.3

0.08

Tomato, red, ripe, raw, sliced

½ cup

1.1

0.18

Lettuce, romaine
Lettuce, iceberg raw, shredded

1 cup
1 cup

1
0.9

0.14
0.1

Celery, raw chopped

½ cup

0.8

0.09

Tomato juice, canned

½ cup

0.5

0.06

Cucumber with peel, raw, slices

½ cup

0.3

0.06

Cow’s milk, fat-free (skim)

1 cup

0

0.2

Cheese, cheddar or american, fat-free

1 slice

0

0.17

Cottage cheese, 2% milk fat

¼ cup

0

1.38

Yogurt, fruit variety, non-fat

1 cup

0

0.49

Chicken breast, oven roasted, fat-free

1 ounce

0

0.11

Chicken thigh meat, no skin cooked roasted

1 ounce

0

3.04

Fish, tuna, light, canned in water

1 ounce

0

0.23

Fish, haddock, cooked dry heat

1 ounce

0

0.26

Fish, salmon, atlantic farmed, cooked dry heat

1 ounce

0

3.5

Vegetables

Dairy & Meats

*Foods listed are not necessarily appropriate for your FAOD diet goals, contact your metabolism clinic dietitian or physician to inquire further

What is Fiber?
In the past, fibers were most often defined by their chemical properties; soluble fibers e.g. pectins, gums, mucilages that partially dissolve
in water or insoluble fibers e.g. cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin that do not dissolve in water. Insoluble fibers may help with intestinal
regularity, while soluble fibers may help prevent heart disease. Lower protein foods containing insoluble fibers include; raspberries, banana,
apple, kiwi, tomato, cucumber, potato and lower protein foods with soluble fibers include apple, grapefruit, pears, broccoli, and potato1.
Most foods contain both soluble and insoluble fibers. Therefore in 2002 the Institute of Medicine recommended we use the terms; dietary
fiber, functional fiber, and total fiber to help future fiber research. Dietary fiber is the nondigestible carbohydrates and lignin that are
intrinsic and intact in plants. Functional fibers are isolated nondisgestible carbohydrates that have beneficial physiological effects in human
beings. Total fiber is the sum of dietary fiber and functional fiber3.
Regardless of evolving fiber definitions, most people living with FAOD disorders can follow their medically monitored FAOD diet goals
and also consume adequate dietary fiber. As with most Americans, making good food choices and planning ahead is key. Most people who
consume an adequate variety of fiber rich fruits, vegetables and grains and legumes should not require a fiber supplement to meet daily
fiber needs.
(cont’d on page 12) Page 11
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Nutrition Update...cont’d
Fiber supplements and FAODs?
Formula manufacturers first started to add fiber supplements to their non-metabolic formulas to try to help normalize bowel function and
prevent constipation and diarrhea. Formula manufacturers currently do not add fiber supplements to their FAOD disorder specific
metabolic formulas that provide supplemental MCT for those living with long chain/very long chain FAODs. The 2008 ADA evidence
analysis of the health implications of dietary fiber2 concluded that there is a lack of studies to prove the health benefits of taking fiber
supplements, and that it is best to obtain fiber from foods. There have also been a few case reports that excessive fiber intake may be
harmful for some people resulting in excessive diarrhea or bowel obstructions. Excessive dietary fiber intake may also interfere with the
absorption of some medications as well as nutrients such as iron, calcium and zinc. There is also the logistical risk of some fiber
supplements (e.g. gums) when added to formulas, thickening formulas then blocking enteral formula feeding tubes. Anne Pylkas and
others in a 2005 fiber study6 compared various dietary fibers for short chain fatty acid (e.g. acetate, propionate and butyrate) production.
The researchers found that hydrolyzed guar gum and galactomannan produced the greatest amount of total short chain fatty acids. But it is
important to note that this study was done in test tubes not with human participants. But the results of this study suggests that particular
types of fiber supplements may not be appropriate for people living with shorter chain fatty acid metabolism disorders. Besides if short
chain fatty acid (scfa) intestinal production is theorized to be helpful in intestinal function and health; the avoidance of these scfa
promoting fibers may negate part of the health benefits of taking fiber supplements in the first place.

Discuss Fiber & Your FAOD diet with Your Clinic
There is more public awareness about the probable health benefits of consuming an adequate amount of fiber in foods that may also apply
to people living with FAODs. But further studies are needed to prove the health benefits, clarify the amount of daily fiber and the type of
fibers most appropriate for people living with FAODs. It is recommended that anyone trying to increase dietary fiber intake should do so
slowly over time with adequate fluids to lessen the acute symptoms of abdominal distention, bloating and flatulence. People living with
FAODs should always first consult their metabolic clinic physician and dietitian before adding fiber supplements and/or trying to
significantly increase dietary fiber intake in foods to best weigh the health risks vs. health benefits for their individual situations.
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2009 FAOD Regional Meeting in Connecticut
Team Ella and Yale University’s Department of Genetics held their second regional FAOD Meeting in Madison, Connecticut
on April 1. The event hosted medical professionals, patients and families from 6 northeastern and mid- Atlantic states.
Keynote speaker Dr. Jerry Vockley tracked the history of diagnosis and treatment of FAODs and the need for large scale
FAOD clinical studies akin to those currently studying childhood cancers. He recommended families with FAOD encourage,
demand and ultimately participate in such studies and suggested searching www.clinicaltrials.gov for studies that they
can take part in. He also called for increased funding of research into FAODs and asked the attendees to bring political
pressure on Congress to provide additional resources for these disorders.
Metabolic nurse Lynne Wolfe’s presentation focused on the real-world issues of transitioning through life stages with
patients with FAODs, including a host of government programs and informational resources that can assist families as
their children age with FAOD (pdf files are on our Educational page).
Margretta Seashore from Yale then led an open forum with the panelists and the attendees, on a wide range of topics,
from current research, dietary and treatment options to specific diagnoses. The panel was joined by nurse Alana
Clements, previously from Yale, who discussed her experience with20FAOD children and the Hole in the Wall camps.
The event was videotaped and Team Ella has a DVD copy to share with interested people who could not attend. If you
wish your own copy of the DVD, they can be purchased from the videographer for $ 25.00.
Please contact Pat Grodski of Team Ella for further details.
GoTeamElla@aol.com
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Medical Update...opinion editorial
Reported January 23, 2009

OpEd: Dr. House! Where are you???
By Marianne Genetti, Executive Director of "In Need Of Diagnosis, Inc. (INOD)"
[Marianne is also a member of the FOD Group]

Jane's fingers now shake to the point that she can't type. She is tired. At times her belly swells suddenly -- then
just as suddenly, subsides. She thought there was hope when in March 2008, ABC News wrote an article about her
undiagnosed case and published it on their web site. There were many comments posted in response to the article
but none contained a glimmer of a hope regarding a diagnosis. Jane can no longer work, no longer has health
insurance, no longer has savings and no longer has income. She has twice been denied social security disability.
Jane is one of many who are undiagnosed. There may be physicians who can rival the ability of television's "Dr.
House" when it comes to diagnosis but there is no way to find them. There is no category for "Diagnosis" under the
yellow page listings for physicians because at this time there is no such specialty.
Our nation's medical system is wonderful at crisis care but does not have a good record when it comes to diagnosis.
According to the College of American Pathologists (CAP) in 2005, less than 3 percent of public health care dollars are
spent on diagnostics. Why is it that something as common as lung cancer is often not found until it is Stage IV? The
same applies to other cancers as, for example, ovarian. Screening tests are available but few are covered by health
insurance and therefore are not routinely done.
In October 1998 the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) published an article entitled, Low-Tech
Autopsies in the Era of High-Tech Medicine. Autopsies are, in effect, the quality control of medicine. It makes clear if
the diagnosis given before death was correct. George Lundberg, M.D. then Editor of JAMA, who was the author of the
article, stated "The autopsy rates for hospital deaths at non-teaching hospitals nationally average below 9%; many
hospitals have autopsy rates at or near 0% despite many deaths." He cited a 1998 study from the University of
Pittsburgh that showed a 44.9% discordance between the diagnosis given before death and that revealed by autopsy.
Of that percentage, two thirds of the patients had illnesses that could have been treated had the illness been correctly
diagnosed. In a conversation in November 2008, Dr. Lundberg, who is now Editor in Chief of The Medscape Journal
of Medicine, said that "the use of autopsies has declined to the point that it is difficult to find a pathologist to do a
private (ordered by the family) autopsy".
Some patients aren't diagnosed because physicians don't recognize the signs and symptoms of a known disorder.
In other cases, the disorder is unknown. Such was the case when AIDS emerged in San Francisco in the early
1980's. It was first named, "Gay Related Immune Deficiency" (GRID). Then, just a few years later, it was found that
this disorder was neither rare nor isolated. It was a worldwide pandemic affecting different races, ethnic groups, ages
and sexes. It was then re-named, “Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome.”
Parkinson's became a recognized disorder in 1817 after the publication of "An Essay on the Shaking Palsy" by
James Parkinson, M.D. Now, almost 200 years later, there are people suffering from Parkinson's who are
undiagnosed. There are no diagnostic scans or laboratory tests for diagnosing Parkinson's and since symptoms vary
widely from person to person these frequently go unrecognized as being caused by Parkinson's.
Advances in science are bringing to light, medical disorders that have been previously unknown. Toxins in the
environment and changes in the diet are causing new disorders.
In an article entitled, "What Role Has Nutrition Been Playing in Our Health?" Jeffrey Bland, PhD, FACN, noted that
Super Size Me movie eater, Morgan Spurlock, felt aggressive and restless after eating three fast food meals a day for
several weeks. Mr. Spurlock not only gained weight but his metabolism changed for the worse and he felt that he was
becoming addicted to the food. Dr. Bland states, " --- foreign molecules included in foods that have developed over
the past five decades may serve as substances that alter cellular signaling and produce a different effect in the body
than substances that humans traditionally consumed before the advent of food processing."
Medical schools teach aspiring physicians, "If you hear hoof beats, think horses, not zebras". But there are zebras.
They are the rare disorders. In the United States, a rare disorder is one which afflicts less than 200,000 people. The
number of recognized rare disorders has recently increased from 6500 to over 7000.
Though each of those disorders may be rare, rare disorders as a whole are becoming more common. Some disorders
as autism and multiple sclerosis which were once rare are now too common.

(cont’d on page 14) Page 13
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Medical Update...cont’d
A primary care physician who has a patient with a complex, undiagnosed disorder, will refer that patient to
specialists. Specialists are now specializing within specialties. Hematologists, for example, may do only chemo
therapy. Neurologists may focus only on the treatment of Alzheimer's or on movement disorders. So each specialist
provides only a small piece of the puzzle. There is no one now in the medical system who has the time, or the
expertise, or who is charged with the responsibility of putting together, the pieces of a complex diagnostic puzzle. It is
like a symphony orchestra with no conductor.
It is understandable that some of the more rare disorders might not be recognized by the family physicians,
internists, pediatricians and gerontologists, the only 'generalists' in the medical system. These illnesses are, after all,
rare. It is not reasonable to expect any doctor to commit to memory the myriad of symptoms and symptom patterns
associated with 7,000 rare disorders. On the other hand, it is not reasonable to expect a person's health and quality of
life to be dependent on human memory – not even on a physician's memory.
Medical diagnostic software is a developing technology that could be helpful to physicians in sorting through patient
symptoms and the disorders with which they might be associated. As of 2005, the latest year for which figures could
be found, it was estimated that less than 2 percent of the physicians in the United States were using this technology.
A 2006 report said that despite the sophisticated diagnostic tools available, "Studies of autopsies have shown that
doctors seriously misdiagnose fatal illnesses about 20 percent of the time" and "…the rate (of incorrect diagnoses)
has not really changed since the 1930's…" The Journal of the American Medical Association looking at the history of
diagnosis concluded "No improvement!".
For those with a rare disorder, it can take years, a lifetime, or death, to obtain an accurate diagnosis. Sufferers go
from doctor to doctor hoping one will recognize a defining symptom. When the disorder continues to elude diagnosis,
physicians, family and friends who had been supportive initially, may begin to question the validity of the person's
complaints. At that point, support is withdrawn and the afflicted individual finds themselves abandoned socially and
emotionally as well as medically.
In a free market economy, it should be the consumer who ultimately determines the nature, quantity and quality of
goods and services provided. We, the people, are the consumers of medical services. We need to make clear to the
medical system the type of medical services that are desired and required. Physicians as well as patients are
disadvantaged under the present system. Physicians who have patients with complex disorders involving multiple
body systems have no colleagues to whom they may refer these patients for diagnosis.
There is a great, unmet need in the medical system for a specialty in the field of medical diagnosis. Clifton K.
Meador, M.D., former Dean of the University of Alabama-Birmingham School of Medicine, professor of clinical
medicine at Vanderbilt and currently Executive Director of the Meharry Vanderbilt Alliance, has focused a large portion of his medical career on diagnosis. Several of the eleven books he has written, pertain to diagnosis as Symptoms
of Unknown Origin and Puzzling Symptoms (http://www.puzzlingsymptoms.com/). Dr. Meador has always been interested in trying to "fix what is wrong with medicine". He agrees that the creation of a diagnostician pathway in medicine
is over due. He also believes that the introduction of this specialty may be resisted because "most medical doctors
consider themselves to be diagnosticians".
In the meantime, many people have died because they were diagnosed incorrectly or they were diagnosed too late
or they were not diagnosed at all. Many of those who are living are being treated for diseases they don't have and are
not being treated for diseases that are slowly killing them. This situation must change.
The above article was written by Marianne Genetti, Executive Director of "In Need Of Diagnosis, Inc. (INOD)",
a 501(c)(3) non-profit. INOD's mission is to promote changes in the medical system to improve the timeliness
and accuracy of medical diagnosis and to provide help and support to those who are in need of diagnosis.
For additional information, visit INOD's web site at: http://www.inod.org/; or Email: Meg@INOD.org; or
Phone: (407) or (888) 894-9190.
webdoctor@ivanhoe.com
Copyright © 2009 Ivanhoe Broadcast News, Inc
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Parent Commentary ~
The Beautifully, Ugly...Fatty Oxidation Disorder
(Mitochondrial Disease included)
Compelled and obligated, I come to this July’s newsletter with a heavy burden to be lifted. I am quite frankly more sickened by knee jerk
comments, than I am by the disease I battle INSIDE. Can it be said enough…Can it REALLY be said ENOUGH? ~
FODs & Mitochondrial Disease are often silent and can be deadly.
FODs & Mito included are not to be reckoned with. Underestimating them is dangerous and utmost careless. We cannot expect every single
affected person to LOOK like they have a FOD or Mito. If we do, our expectations are not serving us any justice. We are
not talking about diseases that have eyes or intellect that enables them to prey only upon the weak, abnormal looking; or
anyone not meeting society’s standards for “beautiful.” No one is immune…. Not the high fashion model, the daughter of
a heart surgeon, the ripped gymnast, nor the soccer mom, who has absolutely no time on her agenda for being sick. I must
reiterate, FODs only see DNA (not our faces or personal agendas). Now, let’s say one of these unfortunate people ARE
affected, it’s likely that their inner strength and outlook on life will give them what it takes to maintain a “normal
appearance” (after all society demands it)…even if takes an extra hour to get ready in the morning or even if it means
eating at 2am to maintain a normal blood glucose. They will work extra hard at NOT “looking” sick even when there are
days that seems impossible. It’s not easy to downplay feeling ill or looking ill for that matter but it can be done, to some
extent. Children do it ALL of the time. Even in the face of a common cold or fever, children seem to press right on, as
cute as ever. Do we call them liars or assume they aren’t sick just because they are playing and looking cute?
(Personal note: I’ve seen my son, laughing, playing, running up and down the halls of the hospital, hooked up to TPN due to a severe intestinal pseudo
obstruction. He never looked better with his curly blonde hair, bright green eyes and the most infectious smile. Who would have thought...)

And at the same time...Caden (GA2/MADD) is
too exhausted to play on the court despite
looking ‘normal’ in the above picture
It seems that there is some confusion in the world of Silent Diseases in general. Not, just among us laypersons but even in the elite group of
physicians we regard as THE EXPERTS. Why do we assume someone is healthy if they look well? It feels right because we are viewing a beautiful
surface. Our brains are trained to associate health with physical beauty, but if only…If only we could see
beyond the smile, intellect, styled hair and
the appearance of togetherness…If only we could see the DNA defect that wreaks havoc on our internal cells. We almost expect the next layperson to
not understand this equation: normal looking person + FOD = silent, deadly illness. However, the real mind boggler is the total disregard the experts
are giving to themselves by falling prey to the “pretty face syndrome.” How could they forget their own sermon? My new motto is “Practice What
you Preach, Doctors.” I have pulled article after article and read protocol after protocol, written by physicians who promote awareness and give firm
reminders even to their colleagues, not to be deceived by a Normal looking person…in an almost irritated manner of writing but yet…cannot
practice what they preach. How dare someone, especially an Expert in the field, look at someone and tell them “You look pretty good to me” AFTER
they just told you they were sick? If I had cancer and had lost my hair would you still say the same thing? That’s rhetorical of course...Certainly if you
doubt a diagnosis, there should be other facts in which to base your doubt, if there is doubt…such as laboratory testing – NOT someone’s outward,
normal appearance.
I have been made to feel very minute, inches tall, like a liar or rather an exaggerator…all because I have confessed my weakness and medical
diagnosis. Being told “You look pretty good to me,” while downplaying or totally even dismissing my statement or maybe even my state of mind, was
one of the most hurtful remarks I’ve yet to endure, primarily because of whom it was received from. These few words totally disregarded my entire life
(30 years plus), of struggling. The one I have fought so hard for – for the most part, in silence. I however, take some comfort in knowing, I’m obviously
pretty cute. (my humor is my lifeline) ☺
I am appreciative enough to credit physicians for their outstanding work that went into figuring out and naming these disorders. I could never
discount their years of experience and their entire career, as my entire life has been… but would rather ask them to perhaps recondition their minds and
allow themselves to think outside the box. Those BOOKS they’re reading or ones they’ve written, were written because of the medical “incredibles”
that happened. Just because they are not in there currently, doesn’t mean it isn’t so. Maybe a new addition or two is in order. I think there should be a
full chapter on The Beautiful Ugly disease - FOD & Mito - specifically because these two present with such deception.
If you’ve taken nothing else with you today, please remember not to assume anything. It can be dangerous and even disrespectful. Certainly, you’ve
heard the old saying, “Don’t judge a book by it’s cover.” That’s such a cliché idiom but it’s so poignant here.
Just don’t do it.
Be pretty,
Krystena Richards, mom to: Warren 14, Caden 11, Carsen 6, Evan 1
(FOD/Mito Family)
momof2withga2@yahoo.com
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How Families are creating awareness for metabolic disorders!
International Runners prepare to tackle BVI hill
Cruise-to-Run revisits the BVI, event will be in memory of Giselle Ghiorse
Road Town, Tortola, British Virgin Islands, Thursday January 22nd 2009, For the second time,
Cruise-to-Run is returning to the BVI on Friday February 6th 2009.
Comprising 350 avid runners from around the world and organized by Canadian Directors Jerry and Jody
Friesen, the participation has doubled in less than a year and is officially sold out.
The specialty cruise gives these athletes the opportunity to enjoy a vacation in the Caribbean, combined with the ability to participate
in the sport they love. Cruise to-Run has received a wonderful reception on each of the Caribbean islands and its organizers hope that
runners and spectators from Tortola will join in as well.
The Caribbean Princess will depart San Juan, Puerto Rico on the February 1st and will make several stops to Barbados, St. Lucia,
Antigua, Tortola and stop at its final destination in St. Thomas USVI.
Over three hundred runners representing four countries; Canada, USA England, and Bermuda will challenge the mountain run next
week Friday at 7:30a.m., running up Harrigan’s hill to Fort Charlotte.
Many of the runners are coming from the colder climates and are looking forward to escaping to the Caribbean to participate in the
sport they love, and take some time to enjoy everything else the beautiful islands have to offer.
This run was originally designed by BVI cyclist and runner Chris Ghiorse. Chris played an integral part in planning the event
in the past. Unfortunately his daughter Giselle, passed away from a rare genetic metabolic disorder called LCHAD/TFP. In
an attempt to raise more awareness for expanded newborn screening (ENS), this event will be held in Giselle’s memory.
Ronald MacDonald’s House (RMH) is an international nonprofit facility set up to help families stay near their children who
are undergoing major medical treatment. Children, who need special care, often come from afar and the Ronald MacDonald House
(RMH) in Miami is the main facility for Caribbean families with children in long term care.
RMH Miami assisted with the care of Giselle before she passed and is set up to accept donations in her name. Anyone interested in
making a donation can log on to www.rmhcsouthflorida.org and click on MAKE A DONATION tab.
Jerry and Jody Friesen, the organizers of Cruise-To-Run would like to thank the British Virgin Islands’ Tourist Board and the people
of Tortola for their continued support. Jerry and Jody are already in the planning stage of Cruise To Run 2010. For more information
on Cruise-to-Run, visit www.cruisetorun.com

♥ ♥ ♥

We just wanted to update you about a couple of ways we are continuing Giselle’s legacy in helping other children.
We have just added Giselle’s story to the Minnesota State Health Departments Web site. This is an information page for pregnant
families to learn about the Expanded Newborn Screening. The director of Public Health Laboratory Division Minnesota Department
of Health may also use Giselle’s story when she stands in front of the legislature this month to defend her budget! If you want to
check this out follow the link below: http://www.health.state.mn.us/newbornscreening/stories1.html
In addition on February the 6th 300 cruise ship passengers are going to participate in “Run for Giselle” (see above) a run up one of
our smaller mountains here. We are hoping a few local runners will join us too! The runners are using this run to raise money for the
Ronald MacDonald House in Miami who housed us during our stay at the Holtz Children’s Hospital. We were unaware of this
fabulous facility that is a world wide home for families who have children undergoing long term hospital treatment. We were literally
blown away when we realized what this facility was, not only a place to sleep, shower, wash clothes, cook etc, but it was less than a
3minute walk from Giselle’s bedside! We decided to ask that donations go to the facility we stayed at because the Holtz Children’s
Hospital cares for many children from the Caribbean countries. Anyone locally who wants to join us for the walk/run we would love
to see you along! No entry fee, just come out for a healthy morning walk/run! The start is at the Cruise Ship Dock gates at 7:15am for
a 7:30am start. http://www.rmhcsouthflorida.org is the home page for the Miami Ronald MacDonald House ‘click on Make a
Donation button on the left hand side of the page.’
Check out the attachments above for the press release that is going out locally, and the pictures of last year’s run and Giselle that
will be in the press release too. So you can see Giselle still remains a very busy bee!
Victoria and Chris
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Parent to Parent Suggestion: To help educate your child’s teachers
By: Heather, mom to Maren
heatherdebar@comcast.net

[Please note that this is an example of how parents can help explain their child’s disorder to the
teachers, coaches, daycare providers etc, but note that each child/teen should have their own
individualized protocol sheet (since disorders may be different, children respond to activity
differently, etc) and also provide any other info such as food allergies, developmental delays or any
other pertinent info that can help his/her teachers etc better understand the disorder and its
implications. Thanks Heather for sharing. DLG]

Medical Condition
Maren was born with a genetic metabolic disorder called MCADD (Medium Chain Acyl-CoA Dehydrogenous
Deficiency). What this means is that her body is unable to use certain types of fat for energy. If Maren
fasts (does not eat for 3-4 hours under normal situations) or is sick or doing strenuous activities, her body
cannot use stored fats for energy. Her body must then use glucose (blood sugar) which is a limited supply
and is used rapidly. Once this happens she can become hypoglycemic.
Symptoms
When Maren becomes hypoglycemic the first symptoms are lethargy. She will sometimes suddenly appear
tired or lay down on the floor. Next she becomes sweaty and shaky. If this was to occur and she was not
treated, she would eventually become unconscious and then seizures, organ failure and death could occur.
Please note, it takes several hours for her to become this sick and is only a concern if she cannot eat at all
(i.e., is vomiting).
Treatment
The simplest treatment when Maren appears to be hypoglycemic is food or liquids high in sugar and/or
carbs. Undiluted juice or milk are the best things to give her. She will normally recover immediately and
there is no need for concern. If there is any doubt call her parents. (provide home and cell #s)
If Maren is vomiting this can become very dangerous and her parents should be contacted immediately.
It is very unlikely that Maren would have an extreme crisis where she would become unconscious. If this
were to happen call 911 immediately and inform them that she will need D-10 via IV. This is extremely
important. Also be sure that the ambulance drivers are given a copy of the Emergency Protocol letter
which is attached. She also wears a MedicAlert bracelet and they have the information on the Protocol
letter on file.
Maren also has a G-Tube that can be used in emergencies. Very rarely this can fail or be pulled out. If this
happens there is no reason to worry, it will not cause any damage but call her parents to replace it.
Summary
Other than the MCADD, Maren is a normal toddler and we do not treat her differently. This is very
important to us. The MCADD is only a concern when she is very sick or not eating enough to keep up. Also
it is important to know that Maren has only had to be hospitalized twice in the last two years and both
times it was a preventative measure when she had a stomach virus. If you ever have any questions
about Maren or MCADD, please don't hesitate to contact either her mother or father.
In addition, at the bottom of the letter I put all the contact information for myself, the grandparents and
doctors. It fits on one page printed and I just put it in a plastic cover and the school keeps it filed. She
also has her MedicAlert bracelet (www.medicalert.org) on which reminds the teachers of her condition.
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Questions
&
Answers
Q: Why do some smell ‘fishy’ after taking carnitine?
A: How much carnitine was he/she on? Was he getting it all at once, or divided through the day? The fishy smell means the child
is getting more carnitine than can be used, the intestinal bacteria are getting some of it, they are making the fishy material
trimethylamine (TMA), AND the liver isn’t capable of processing all the TMA. Riboflavin is part of the last step, and a
supplement can help some people. TMA is excreted from everywhere, and we can smell it at very low concentrations, so brushing
the teeth, bathing, etc. doesn’t help very much or for very long. Certain intestinal microbes make more TMA than others, so trying
to suppress those organisms is sometimes helpful. Also, since a fair amount of the TMA being excreted comes out through sweat
glands, you can use a specially formulated anti-deodorant to trap the TMA, so it doesn’t evaporate and accumulate in the room air.
TMA odor is relatively frequent in children getting a carnitine supplement; we are nearly always able to suppress it.
Here are a couple of sources of information:
http://www.genome.gov/11508983
http://www.hbri.org/TMAuria.htm
Besides the three labs listed, our lab, (Metabolic Genetics Lab at Arkansas Children’s Hospital) measures urine trimethylamine
and also dimethylamine. (We aren’t listed in the genome.gov article, although the test has been done at ACH for at least 30 years).
Stephen G. Kahler, MD
Professor, Division of Medical Genetics
Department of Pediatrics
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences
KahlerStephenG@uams.edu
Office Phone 501-364-2966
Fax 501-364-1564
Mail: Division of Clinical Genetics
Slot 512-22
Arkansas Children's Hospital
One Children's Way
Little Rock, AR 72202-3591

♥ ♥ ♥

Q: Can someone explain what autonomic dysfunction means and do you/your FOD kids experience it?
A: Even some of the mito "specialists" don't seem to understand the connection between mito disorders and autonomic
symptoms. Yet, most web sites related to mito list autonomic dysfunction as a primary symptom - www.dynakids.org is a good
place to start.
The Autonomic Nervous System controls all involuntary muscles in the body: the heart, the gut, pupil dilation; etc. There are
two components: the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems (I won't go into too much detail) that 'compliment' each other
(such as one dilates the pupils and the other constricts them).
Autonomic Dysfunction can cause a myriad of symptoms: gastroparesis (slow gi processing), tachycardia (fast heart beat), heart
rate and blood pressure lability (significant changes), such as orthostatic hypotension (the pulse increases significantly without
the blood pressure rising to accommodate a change from lying/sitting to standing), temperature intolerance (either hot or cold),
pupil accommodation... propensity to dehydrate, and a requirement to maintain high intake of electrolyte based drinks.

(Cont’d on page 19)
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Q & A...cont’d
For me, my symptoms began following pneumonia. Sudden onset gastroparesis (serious constipation, early satiety, rapid weight
loss); I had shortness of breath which turned out to be a heart rate up to 150 without my awareness - I would feel out-of-sorts,
difficulty focusing, restlessness, but no anxiety; then I developed variabilities in my blood pressure - both my pulse and bp increase if
I lay flat; I have very low tolerance for heat, especially in enclosed spaces; and my pupils do not dilate, so I have difficulties seeing up
close. Autonomic symptoms can also include widespread pain (caused by nerve damage, such as peripheral neuropathy of diabetes).
My son had a more gradual onset with marked fatigue, muscle aches, loss of stamina. After months of searching, we learned that his
heart rate was increasing 60-70 points from sitting to standing without any awareness of symptoms. He experienced significant
fatigue, difficulties with focusing, and a terrible grey pallor; he lost approx 20 lbs, despite trying to increase. He had peripheral
cyanosis (limited blood flow to the extremities to try to accommodate). He has marked cold intolerance (including getting frostbite in
the bay in August!).
My other son has had proximal muscle weakness since he was a toddler. Very low stamina. Now that he has really hit his growth
spurt, I worry that he may develop the symptoms similarly to his brother, and my symptoms.
Sounds like some of you have been through the ringer, as far as not being listened to. We have been met with many thoughtless and
careless physicians, and that makes the process so much more difficult and is so unnecessary...I agree with 'trying' to keep the anger in
check, but at times, we need to express it or we risk 'condoning' it. If you could find a neurologist who specializes in autonomic
disorders it might be helpful, and organizations such as the one above may be helpful. There are so few physicians who truly
understand dysautonomia.
Best of luck!
Sarah
drsarahboyle@yahoo.com

• • •
Q: The dentist has already noticed a problem with plaque build-up and the potential for cavities based on family
history (on both sides) and her constant juice, cornstarch, sugar diet. Is that the reason? Is that what we have to
look forward to in the future?
A: I am a pediatric dental hygienist. I spend my day telling parents not to let their child snack all day, limit juice intake, etc.. When I
started reading about MCAD and the need for frequent feedings, my first thought was my child is going to have so many
cavities!! FODs' diets are like the dental hygienist's worst nightmare :)
Things you can do to prevent cavities:
Floss- even if the front teeth have spacing, most of the time the molars are in contact with each other and I see most first cavities
starting there. Buy the little flossers with the handles to make it easier.
Brushing- we tell parents that they should really be brushing their children's teeth. Young kids do not have the dexterity to brush along
the gum-line.
Fluoride- age 6 and over should rinse with a topical fluoride every night (ACT brand). If there are signs of decay starting, ask the
dentist about using a Rx fluoride gel called Gelkam. This not only remineralizes the tooth, it also kills the bacteria causing the decay.
MI Paste- this is an alternative to fluoride gels/ rinses. It helps to remineralize. I believe it cannot be used in kids 2 and under and can
not be used if there is an allergy to dairy. (This is also a prescription)
Xylitol- I am probably going to start using xylitol wipes on Logan's teeth when they come in. I have been doing a lot of research on
xylitol and it is proving to be very effective.
After bottles at night and in the middle of the night, at the very least, wipe off their teeth. When we are sleeping we do not produce as
much saliva which is used to neutralize the acids in foods/drinks. Every time we eat or drink something it takes about 20 minutes for
the pH in our mouths to neutralize. So constant snacking/drinking leave the teeth in an acidic environment.
Sorry for the lecture..I just see too many kids with severe decay…Prevention, prevention, prevention!
Melinda
Logan MCAD 6 months
CT
melindabeever@gmail.com

(Cont’d on page 20)
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Q & A...cont’d
Q: What have others done as far as treatment for a child with ADHD?
A: Katie was diagnosed with ADHD at the end of first grade. Her doctor gave her dexedrine, which is very "old school" but also
very predictable. Her doctor did not use the newer "better" medications because they had not been on the market long enough for
side effects to be properly evaluated. He was also concerned about the effect of MCAD on these medications. There were some
serious side affects, but the difference in her school work before and after being on medication were drastic. In Katie's case,
medication probably made the difference between passing her grade and failing her grade. It was an INCREDIBLY hard decision to
make, and every morning I gave her the medication I prayed I was doing the right thing. There is NO WAY we would have kept
Katie on this medication if there had not been significant improvement in her work. A study had come out saying non-medicated
and medicated students actually end up academically the same at the end of high school. At that time our largest concern was to
keep Katie engaged and trying, and help her make it through each school year. Memorization was difficult, and we needed to get her
through each grade, because we knew repeating would not be beneficial. Before making any medication decisions, you need to
evaluate exactly what your purpose for medicating is, and whether the benefits outweigh the risks. When we put Katie on
medication, we did not tell ANYONE in the school system. After her teacher commented upon how wonderfully Katie had been
doing, and how much easier it was for her to complete her assignments, we decided we needed to continue.
I would recommend finding, if you do not already have one, a psychologist or psychiatrist not associated with the school system. If
your child has an all-day assistant, your school system is probably ahead of most school systems and will be receptive to your child’s
needs. Keep in mind, however, what is best for your child and what is best for the school can be two VERY different things, and
you need someone else to weigh in. Also, remember children can act TOTALLY different in school and out of school. At home,
Katie would talk nonstop without coming up for air. At school, she would go all day without speaking unless spoken to by the
teacher (this was a combination of medication and teasing from the other students). A good psychologist can see the potential and
the difficulties, and help balance the two.
Our psychologist also used neuro-feedback with Katie to help her ADHD. This is controversial, but for Katie it worked
WONDERS. Even her handwriting was better. For the neuro-feedback, Katie has electrodes placed on her head, then she plays
"computer games" that look sort of like Pac Man with her brain — no hands involved. Hooking your child up to electrodes and
"reprogramming" her brain is JUST as scary as medication, but the results for Katie have been incredible. Our psychologist was
very careful, though. She spread the sessions out, and was very careful to evaluate each time to make certain no negative impact was
made by the neuro-feedback.
In 2007, after a traumatic experience with manic episodes and attempts to change medication, Katie stopped taking medication for
ADHD. No one knows why she had the manic episode, though possible causes were the ADHD medication, sleep disturbance,
hormones, and reaction to Benadryl given for the sleep problem. She's doing great in school now, though, and we are more hopeful
than we have EVER been before about what Katie's future holds.
I've written a lot, but wanted to give you some of our "real life" experiences and information. The MOST important thing to
remember is you know your kids better than anyone else, and you are the one with their best interests at heart. Be open to other
opinions, but do not let any doctor, teacher, principal, psychologist, psychiatrist, etc. persuade you to go against the gut feelings you
have about what is best for your child. There are many strategies other than medication for dealing with ADHD. If you are
uncertain, take time to talk to others and do research. The ADD Answer by Dr. Frank Lawlis is one of the best books I've read about
ADD and ADHD. When you read ANY literature on ADHD, look at the sponsor — most ADHD material and conferences
are supplied through companies making ADHD medication. Finally, though I realize this is not the answer for everyone, my
husband and I have also found when we pray for guidance, the answer can sometimes become astoundingly clear.
Good luck!
Gail White HdGnWhite@aol.com
Katie, 14, MCAD
Joshua, 19

NBS Update
Now that all states in the US are mandated to screen for at least 21 disorders, the newborns
will NEED follow-up care ~ A natural outgrowth of advocating expanded newborn screening
is short and long-term follow-up treatment and formula coverage/legislation. If anyone is
interested in helping with any of these issues nationally or within their state please contact Jill Fisch at
jill@savebabies.org. She is not only one of our Families (SCAD), but is also President of Save Babies
Through Screening Foundation. She has been active on various committees to get these issues in the
forefront since they so desperately affect all Families living with a metabolic condition.
Please refer to our Med Info page on www.fodsupport.org for updated NBS/Diagnostic Labs
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The ‘Silver Linings’ of FODs ~
All too often we are reminded of the difficulties associated with FODs.
Hopefully our Email List support will help us remember the ‘Silver Linings’
to these disorders as well ~
What is your ‘Silver Lining?’
Complied by Kim ~ please send your ‘Silver Linings’ to Kim at
garethsmommy@yahoo.com to be included in our Jan 2010 issue.

It's been about a year now and my husband and I feel like we are finding our feet. By that I mean that we finally have
some brain power to spare pursuing interests and hobbies instead of all our energy being used up in daily life and
coping. One thing that was helpful for me was spending time researching everything I could find that might help
Jack. He's still unclassified so that was a broad playing field. Other than that crying was a good thing, and lots and lots
of prayer.
Now, though I still do a lot of research, it doesn't take all my spare time. I'm a spinner and weaver and I'm back to
imagining up new projects because I'm no longer exhausted every evening. I've just recently started a blog about
coping that I've found is quite encouraging for me hopefully it will eventually make someone else smile. It is
www.dailycopingskills.blogspot.com
Susan Tipton, TN
rieshytipton@gmail.com
Jack, 3yo, low free carnitine, unclassified
Samuel, hypoglycemia-patent pending

Ode to Argo, My Newest Love
For years that yellow cardboard box sat lonely and forgotten. The crinkly wax paper disturbed
only for Thanksgiving gravy, Christmas pies, or Easter custard.
A crinkly poof of messy white powder, and wipe down the counter again.
Now that yellow brand commands an entire shelf, never to be lonely or out-of-date again. Its new
packaging, fat and stout, is stacked in rows two by two by two, colors clashing, labels forward.
A whoosh of tamper-proof seal, poof of messy white powder, and wipe down the counter again.
Kitchen's darkened, house is calm. Pull out that yellow brand, a measuring spoon, two sippy
cups, and the coldest of milk. Two captured and pajama'd boys wrinkle their noses as they drink
before bed.
Then back to the kitchen to find, poof of messy white powder, and wipe down the counter again.
Susan Tipton
rieshy@woollywarp.com
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Recipes

What does a "HEART HEALTHY Lifestyle" entail?
[Please note: The daily fat amount will vary depending on your FOD and other factors
related to your/your child’s med professional’s recommendations. DLG]

Heart Healthy Lifestyle includes limiting your fats to 25-35%.
The American Heart Association's Nutrition Committee strongly advises
these fat guidelines for healthy Americans over age 2:
Limit total fat intake to less than 25–35 percent of your total calories each
day; Limit saturated fat intake to less than 7 percent of total daily calories;
Limit trans fat intake to less than 1 percent of total daily calories; The
remaining fat should come from sources of monounsaturated and
polyunsaturated fats such as nuts, seeds, fish and vegetable oils; and Limit
cholesterol intake to less than 300 mg per day, for most people. If you have
coronary heart disease or your LDL cholesterol level is 100 mg/dL or
greater, limit your cholesterol intake to less than 200 milligrams a day.
For example, a sedentary female who is 31–50 years old needs about 2,000
calories each day. Therefore, she should consume less than 16 g saturated
fat, less than 2 g trans fat and between 50 and 70 grams of total fat each day
(with most fats coming from sources of polyunsaturated and
monounsaturated fats, such as fish, nuts, seeds and vegetable oils).
Sites to checkout:
BEST for our kids:http://www.bcm.edu/cnrc/consumer/archives/percentDV.htm
Children’s Guide: http://www.americanheart.org/presenter.jhtml?identifier=4575
Adult Guide: http://www.americanheart.org/presenter.jhtml?identifier=1510
Fat Guide: http://www.mayoclinic.com/health/heart-healthy-diet/NU00196
Know your fats:

http://www.americanheart.org/presenter.jhtml?identifier=532

I have spent nearly 3 year researching: Diet, MCAD & Doctors, spoken to
Teens & Adult living with MCAD. We too let our
children have
hamburgers & pizza, but I am doing the best I can to teach them about limiting their fats, eating healthy fats instead of bad fats. I love to cook and have
been revamping my recipes to reflect Heart Healthy. I do not put butter or
mayo on anything. My gravy is made from stock instead of drippings and I
use garlic & onion powder instead of salts. I no longer cook with salt and
only us a small amount after the meal is plated, if needed.
Leigh Widmann, Las Vegas
Wade 3 ½, McKenna 2½, MCAD
wm2widkids@gmail.com

I was searching for a lowfat/low protein cake mix & I remembered making a
cake for a friend who had food allergies. I used a mix from Cherrybrook
Kitchen. They sell a yellow cake mix that is both low fat & low protein.
Stephanie Leuer
leuer@tds.net
http://www.cherrybrookkitchen.com/products/yellowcake.php

Katie’s Birthday Cake ~ LCHAD
It really is possible to make beautiful cakes that are very low
in fat. Fat free cream cheese can be used to make low or
non-fat buttercream and fondant, which can be used to make
shapes like flowers or animals, is essentially sugar paste, and
very low in fat (you can buy it premade from Wilton). Angel
food cake is very high in sugar, but non-fat. Here is the cake
that I made for Katie's birthday a few weeks ago, an angel
food cake with low-fat buttercream frosting and fondant
decorations...I also made low-fat cupcakes from an organic
mix, just replacing the eggs with egg substitute and using
walnut oil and skim milk (Katie supplements with walnut oil,
so I often use it in baking in place of canola or other oils, but
she didn't end up eating the cupcakes anyway.) I used a little
of the icing and sliced bananas for the cake filling. Very
yummy...hard to tell it was very low in fat! (Note - to make
icing stiff enough to use for piping or decorating requires a
LOT of powdered sugar! Fat free or low-fat definitely does
not equate with healthy! But her birthday is only once a year,
so we go all out.)
Like other LCHAD kids, Katie is on a severely fat restricted
diet. I've seen recipes for regular cakes which have up to 30g
fat in the cake and 12g in the icing, so we just don't feel
comfortable giving Katie regular birthday cakes. We don't
use MCT, we use C7, which I don't feel comfortable giving to
guests, so I rarely bake with it. In any case, just thought I'd
share. There are lots of options for us!!
Warm wishes,
Taryn
mom to Katie, 3, LCHAD
Queens, NY
tpaladiy@gmail.com
I started up a new blog today. I have a lot of work to do on it still
but thought I would share the link with you all. I am always
trying to come up with new healthy recipes for my family and
daycare kids and figure this is a good way to keep track of them
and to share them with family and friends. Feel free to take a
look at it. I can always add your recipes to it too! I will keep
updating it so feel free to check back often.
http://www.healthykitchens.blogspot.com/
Julie mom to Lexie 23 months MCAD
St. Paul, MN
jmhagen23@hotmail.com
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~ NEEDED FOR THE JAN 2010 ISSUE ~

Medical Update ~ Please Submit
PROFESSIONAL ABSTRACTS/ARTICLES OF ALL KINDS
(Drs, Nutritionists, Genetic Counselors, Social Workers, etc.)

Pharmaceutical
Update

Just a few reminders for our 650+ member Email List ~
If you would like to become part of our large network of Families, please 1st Register for our Group ~ that way we will have your mailing address
etc in case we need to snail mail information (mostly during Conference time). Once you’re Registered for the Group (link is on our homepage),
you can sign up for our Main FOD List.
First create a google account, verify your email address, and then sign up for the List in the google box on our homepage or Join Our Email List
page.
From the List’s webpage (see below) you can change your mail preferences, password etc. You can also read the Archives and send messages over
the List.
If you want to send messages via your regular email server (ie., outlook, aol etc) you can – please make sure YOUR SUBJECT is in the SUBJECT
AREA and it MATCHES what your message is actually saying - that way it’ll archive better.
The address for this MAIN FOD List is FODsupport@googlegroups.com
The List web address for this MAIN FOD List is http://groups.google.com/group/FODsupport
You can choose your List and mailing preferences from this page.
Please sign EACH post with 1st name/disorder/city/state or country.
We also offer an MCAD subGroup that you can choose to join in addition to our MAIN FOD List. Please note that this is NOT a substitute for
the MAIN List. It is offered as a complement to the Main List. Most in the MCAD subGroup will be living with MCAD, but you are welcome to
join if you are any one of the FODs or you are still Undiagnosed or Unclassified:
MCAD subGroup List web address and signup: http://groups.google.com/group/fodsupport-mcad
MCAD subGroup List email address: fodsupport-mcad@googlegroups.com
Because of inactivity on the other 2 subGroups, we have discontinued posting over them but you can still sign up for them if you’d like to read
the Archives. We have some FOD families that started yahoo group lists several years ago so they are more active ~ you can post over our Main
List if you’re interested in contacting those parents ~ they will get back with you once you post.
VLCAD/LCHAD/TFP subGroup List web address and signup: http://groups.google.com/group/fodsupport-vlcad-lchad-tfp
SCAD/GA2/CPT 1& 2 subGroup List web address and signup: http://groups.google.com/group/fodsupport-scad-ga2-cpt

PLEASE save all of these links in your bookmarks/Favorites and Enjoy this great way to network!
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Welcome to New Babies!
I gave birth to our third son Garret Mitchell Webber on 10.21.08! He was 9lbs 8 oz. He's 7 months old now and is so
incredible. We are so blessed! Everyone is in love with him. The other two boys fight over him and I could just stare at
him all day! So now I really need to update our Family story.
Stacey Webber webbers46@msn.com
Mom to Joe (11), Colby (7), both with unclassified FOD, and Garret (7 months, also unclassified FOD)
Our Family Story about Joe

♥
On May 12th we met with our geneticist for the last time before the baby's birth. Little did we know just 2 short weeks
later Drake Alastaire would be born on May 26th,2009 at 5:51pm. He was a healthy 8 lbs 5.6 oz
and 20.5 inches long. He was 3 weeks early. Our pre-birth plan was immediately set into motion. The NICU team was
there for his birth, cord blood was drawn for acylcarnitine profile, he was immediately hep-locked for preventative
measures, his foreskin from his circumcision was taken for enzymatic DNA testing, started on Pregestimil with breast
milk and blood sugars were checked every 2 hours for the first 6 hours then every 4 until he was released from the
hospital. He was allowed to stay in the room with me as long as he ate every 2 hours and kept his sugars stable. This
was all in answer to our prayers. He did remarkably well. So we went home May 28th. Come Monday, June 1st, our
geneticist who performed the blood draw, called to let us know the results of Drake's bloodwork. IT WAS ALL NORMAL!!!!
HE DOES NOT HAVE VLCADD!!!
Jill Craig – Louisiana jillian.craig@att.net
Fiona, 8 yrs old, VLCAD
Piper, 4 yrs old, unaffected
Zoiey, 3.31.07 ~ 5.2.08 VLCAD
Drake 11 days old, unaffected
Family Story

♥
I had my baby boy, Coen Bradley, on June 9, 2009! He was 8.38 lbs and 20 inches long. I had posted on the List for
some advice about a month ago asking about birthing options and such. I decided after talking with a few OBGYNs at
different hospitals that I would continue on with my plan to have a home birth but to take extra precautions. Our plan
that was in place was to take my carnitine at the first sign of labor, place an iv in case of transfer, and drink
maltodextrin throughout. I was given the time frame of 6 hours to labor in hard labor before a transfer would be the
right choice. I was only in labor for 2.5 hours and my little boy was a week and a half late. I had no complications at all
with delivery and my Carnitine Uptake Defect/Primary Carnitine Deficiency is still under control. So I guess this is proof
that a homebirth is possible with "less than favorable conditions" if you have a strong back up plan, an informed and
experienced midwife, and a great support system. I had my own little cabinet in L&D at the nearby hospital in case of
transfer with D10, Carnitine, and instructions for surgery so that if I had to transfer everything was ready to be plugged
into my IV right away. We had the doctor’s personal number for the midwife to call if we were headed in for a transfer so
he could meet us there and call in the rest of the team if a c-section would be needed. It turned out to be a wonderful
experience and my little boy’s newborn screening has come back clear, so my CUD has not affected him at all, unlike my
son, Dallas, who is a symptomatic carrier. I feel so empowered and I feel like this experience has helped me heal from
my son’s birth that turned out less than how I wanted it to. Thank you for everyone that supported my decision and
even those that did not and gave me their honest opinion. You all helped me come up with a concrete plan which, I
believe, helped keep away any stress during my L&D. Thank you all again!
Tarah Strouse, CUD
The proud big brother is my son, Dallas, and daddy is Chuck
Germany
mini3marshmallow@yahoo.com
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Please remember our families in your
thoughts and prayers throughout the year
[For entire list please refer to our Jan 2008 issue]

Jill and Chesley Craig
Zoiey birth Mar 31, 2007 ~ death May 2, 2008
Louise and Michael Ramos
Joey birth Mar 24, 1981 ~ death April 12, 2008
Bobbie-Jo and Duncan White
Sophia McVey birth Oct 23, 2008 ~ death July 1, 2009

‘Love is nature’s psychotherapy’
~ Eric Berne

Grief Support Services
Deb Lee Gould, MEd

Director, FOD Family Support Group
MCAD Parent and Grief Consultant

PO Box 54
Okemos, MI 48854-0054
♥ ♥ ♥

One-on-one grief support is available
for our Families/public
that have experienced the death of a child
or other loved ones
and are having a difficult time living
with this reality.
If you feel more comfortable just calling or emailing,
please do ~ I do not want to miss
anyone’s request for support.

deb@fodsupport.org

However, in order for me to better understand your
situation, I’d appreciate it if you could please
complete the Grief Intake Form on our site.
It isn’t required, but it will help me
understand your situation.
It can be submitted online or mailed/faxed.

Please know that all emails or phone contact
with me will be confidential.

There is no charge for this extra support ~
however donations are always appreciated!

Office/Cell Phone: 517.381.1940
Fax: 866.290.5206
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‘Reaching for the Stars’
Adventures and Accomplishments of our FOD Kids
MacAlister
5 yrs old
MCAD
West Texas
Love that Little League!

Adam Fulton
18 yrs old
LCHAD
CA High School graduation
Adam will be attending a
CA junior college in Fall
2009 and studying
engineering!

Gwen Kelly
18 yrs old
MCAD
NC High School Graduation ~ graduated
from HS with honors and was a NC Scholar.
Gwen will be studying Chemistry at UNC
Greensboro in Fall 2009!

Juan
15 yrs old
VLCAD
1st prom!
Argentina

Molly Caplette
6 yrs old
MCAD
Kindergarten
graduation!
New Hampshire

Gareth
6 yrs old
MCAD
Kindergarten graduation!

Nick started his life 3
mos early as a
2lb 13 oz preemie and
is now a strong and
tough little guy at
2 yrs old!
MCAD
Iowa
‘Determination’ is Rebekah’s
middle name!
14 mos old
GA2/MADD
Mississippi
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Sisters, Laura, 5 yrs
old, and Hannah, 2 yrs
old
(both GA2/MADD)
New Zealand

Hayley
5 years old
MCAD
and mom
California

Samantha
15 mos old
SCAD
Grand Rapids, MI

New baby
Desmond
VLCAD
Alaska

Caitlyn
1 yr old
CUD

New baby
Máximo
GA2/MADD
Argentina

Katy, Texas

Kaylee
9 mos old
VLCAD
Ohio
Please note that we also have an FOD KidsKorner/Adults Gallery and other Pictures on our homepage. To submit a pic please email Deb.
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2009 Donations/Expenses for the FOD Group

DONATIONS

[donations/interest from Jan 1, 2009 thru July 1, 2009]

Family Donations: 4 Anonymous (Network for Good), Patricia Bussewitz
(Network for Good). Beata Kundera in honor of Mateus Rudzki Baptism. Sumana
Sangapu. Kim DiPaolo (Santa’s letter fundraiser). Virginia Luchau as part of
Microsoft Giving Campaign. Brenda Goodman’s Silpada Jewelry Party in honor
of Kayla (SCAD): Brenda Goodman, Elizabeth Elia, Rochelle Shindler, Heather
Evans, Dolores Yanover, Kathleen Brodhead, LaShaunta Lake, Miriam Seagle.
Caroline Dugdell.
Tshirts, Bracelets, Ribbons, CafePress, GoodSearch web browsing, or iGive shopping:
Nancy Hamm, Charles Stiles, Joleyn Law, Michelle Preston. Tia Jameson. Maria Yanez.
Michelle Shahtout.
Thank you to all that have bought products from companies on the Internet that support the
iGive and Cafepress.com program of donating a certain percentage to Groups like ours. All
of those links are on our homepage, right sidebar boxes.

FOD General Fund - $ 1,252
FOD General Trust Fund - $53
FOD Clinical Trust Fund - $ 58
FOD Research Trust Fund - $ 1779
FOD Petty Cash Fund (balance) - $ 76.84
Total 2009 Expenses thru 7.1.09 $ 6,123
The 2008 return is on our site’s homepage
All Grief Consult donations are deposited into the General Fund, as are
Bracelet and Ribbon Sales, Cafepress.com, iGive, Goodsearch, and any
donation that isn’t designated for the other Funds. The General Trust Fund
is to save/earn interest for the 2010 Conference and other annual costs.
Once the Research and Clinical Funds reach a substantial amount, we will
be able to offer grants to clinicians and researchers in the US.
We need at least $50,000 for each Fund.

Professional Donations: New Albany Mothers’ Club (MS) in memory of Thomas
Shannon (undiag MCAD) and in honor of Lilly Shannon (MCAD). Institute of Metabolic
Disease Staff in honor of Dr Roe’s retirement – Mary Wallace, Nick Lara, Larry Sweetman,
Paula Ashcraft, Sabrina Forni, Erland Arning, Patti Shreaves, Terry Bottiglieri, Bonnie
Walters, Binghzhi Yang and Jiahuan Ding, and Jeanna Bennett-Firmin. Microsoft Giving
Campaign matching donation to (FOD Family) Virginia Luchau.
We greatly appreciate donations to help with postage and copying costs, website fees,
supplies, conference costs, phone calls around the world, and raising funds for FOD
Clinical Training and FOD Research. US Checks can be made payable to
‘FOD FAMILY SUPPORT GROUP’ and mailed to Deb.
We also have a PayPal link on our homepage. ALL US donations are tax-deductible.
Our Tax ID # is 83-0471342.

Reminders
Families - Please send TYPED (preferably in
word document) stories by Dec 15, 2009. To
be listed on the printed FAMILY LIST (refer to
our website, Online Forms), please return the
SIGNED Family Questionnaire to Deb.
Continue to spread the word about FODs and
the need for screening ~ it will SAVE LIVES!
Professionals - Please let us know about your
research and/or clinical work with FOD
Families. Send articles by Dec 15, 2009. Also,
please return to Deb the Professional
Questionnaire even if you are already listed
on the printed Professional List. Refer to our
website, Online Forms.

Thank you to Erika Wallace - erikawallacepa@yahoo.com
(Mailing Lists), Mary Lingle - Mcartwrite@aol.com
(Web Page) and Brian Gould -gouldbr1@msu.edu
(newsletter) for all your hard work.
The views expressed in the FOD Communication Network
Newsletter do not necessarily represent the views of our
Advisors or all of our members. Before trying anything new with
your child or yourself in regard to treatment, please discuss
matters with your doctor or specialist. Please read our
Disclaimer on our website ~ it also applies for all
communications.

Communicate With Us
Please ADD me to your mailing list
Family
Professional (please circle one)
Name/Address or Address Correction (circle one)
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________

Please REMOVE me from your mailing list:
Name/Address:
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________

‘The 10 most powerful
two-letter words:
If it is to be,
it is up to me’

Please include ideas for future issues or your
questions
_______________________________________
_______________________________________

~ Michael J Hamilton, Sr
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